
Project 6 Help

Let us consider a 3-by-3 non-linear system known as the Rössler Attractor:

x ' = -y - z
y ' = x +ay
z ' = b+ xz- cz

We will take the parameters to be a = 0.35, b = 0.1, and c = 5.7 (you can experiment with different 

parameters to see how they change the behavior of the solutions).  In order to find the equilibria for this 
system, we need to set the right-hand sides of the equations equal to zero.  This is likely to be messy, 
so we allow Mathematica to do the work for us.  We begin by programming the three functions giving 
the derivatives.

F[x_, y_, z_] := -y - z

G[a_, x_, y_, z_] := x + a * y

Hb_, c_, x_, y_, z_ := b + x * z - c * z

To find the equilibria of the system, we use the command NSolve.  The result is a list of solutions which 
is stored in the variable eqs.

eqs = NSolve[{F[x, y, z] ⩵ 0, G[0.35, x, y, z] ⩵ 0, H[0.1, 5.7, x, y, z] ⩵ 0}, {x, y, z}]

{{x → 5.69385, y → -16.2682, z → 16.2682},

{x → 0.00614698, y → -0.0175628, z → 0.0175628}}

So there are two equilibria for this system.  Now we need to find the matrix of partial derivatives of the 
right hand side, substitute the equilbria into this matrix, and compute eigenvalues.  This will give us the 
linearization of the system near these equilbria, and the eigenvalues will tell us the behavior there.  The 
partial derivatives of these functions are easy enough to do by hand, but they can be found using 
Mathematica.
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La_, b_, c_, x_, y_, z_ := {{0, -1, -1}, {1, a, 0}, {z, 0, x - c}}

Notice that the linearization matrix does not actually depend on the y-coordinate of the equilibrium!  
However, there is no harm in adding in a function argument that is not utilized by the function.  This is 
convenient when you have several functions all of which have mostly the same arguments in common.  
We need to find the eigenvalues that go with each of our two equilibria.  Notice that the equilibria are 
stored as replacement rules!

Eigenvalues[L[0.35, 0.1, 5.7, x /. eqs[[1]], y /. eqs[[1]], z /. eqs[[1]]]]

{0.00717313 + 4.15466 ⅈ, 0.00717313 - 4.15466 ⅈ, 0.329507 + 0. ⅈ}

The eigenvalues for the linearization tell us that at the equilbrium near (5.69385,-16.2682,16.2682) - 
which is the first equilibrium in our list - is completely unstable. One eigenvalue, 0.329507 is real and 
positive (the 0.i is an artifact of the numerical solver), and solutions tend to move directly away from the 
equilibrium in the direction of the corresponding eigenvector.  The other two eigenvalues are complex 
with positive real part.  This indicates that the solutions spiral away from the equilibrium in the plane 
perpendicular to the completely real eigenvector.  In any case, the equilibrium is unstable.

For the second equilibrium in our list, (0.006147,-0.01756, 0.01756), we find: 

Eigenvalues[L[0.35, 0.1, 5.7, x /. eqs[[2]], y /. eqs[[2]], z /. eqs[[2]]]]

{-5.69085 + 0. ⅈ, 0.173501 + 0.984553 ⅈ, 0.173501 - 0.984553 ⅈ}

There is one negative eigenvalue of -5.69085 (again, the 0.i is due to the numerical solver).  This 
indicates that solutions are strongly attracted to this equilibrium (which is close to the origin) from the 
direction of the corresponding eigenvector.  However, the other two eigenvalues are complex with 
positive real part.  As before, this indicates that the solutions spiral away from the equilibrium in the 
plane perpendicular to the completely real eigenvector.  So, the behavior of solutions near the second 
equilibrium is far more complicated.  A solution might be initially drawn in toward the equilibrium, only to 
slowly spiral out from it later!   

We will now investigate the solutions to this system for two different sets of initial conditions.  We begin 
with the initial conditions x(0) = 1, y(0) = 1, and z(0) = 1.  Notice that we use the functions F,G, and H 
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we defined earlier.  The reason for using s as the function variable is that we later want to have Mathe-
matica replace s with t-values to graph.  Mathematica can get confused if the same variable shows up 
in more than one context.

Aa_, b_, c_ := NDSolvex'[s] ⩵ F[x[s], y[s], z[s]],

y'[s] ⩵ G[a, x[s], y[s], z[s]], z'[s] ⩵ Hb, c, x[s], y[s], z[s],

x[0] ⩵ 1, y[0] ⩵ 1, z[0] ⩵ 1, {x[s], y[s], z[s]}, {s, 0, 100}[[1]]

ID1 =

A[

0.35,

0.1,

5.7]

x[s] → InterpolatingFunction Domain: {{0., 100.}}
Output: scalar

[s],

y[s] → InterpolatingFunction Domain: {{0., 100.}}
Output: scalar

[s],

z[s] → InterpolatingFunction Domain: {{0., 100.}}
Output: scalar

[s]

As always, NDSolve has given us a list of replacement rules for the solution (which are stored in the 
variable ID1).  We plot all three functions below.  Notice the double set of replacement rules - first 
replacing x[s] by the function stored in ID1 and then replacing s by t.  This is to keep Mathematica from 
confusing the generic variable in the functions from NDSolve with the numerical values of t it tries to 
plug into those functions!

PlotEvaluate[(x[s] /. ID1) /. s → t], {t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "x"}

PlotEvaluate[(y[s] /. ID1) /. s → t], {t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "y"}

PlotEvaluate[(z[s] /. ID1) /. s → t], {t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "y"}
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Next, we repeat the numerical calculations above but for initial conditions that are only slightly different: 
x(0) = 1.1, y(0) = 0.8, and z(0) = 0.9.

Ba_, b_, c_ := NDSolvex'[s] ⩵ F[x[s], y[s], z[s]],

y'[s] ⩵ G[a, x[s], y[s], z[s]], z'[s] ⩵ Hb, c, x[s], y[s], z[s],

x[0] ⩵ 1.1, y[0] ⩵ 0.8, z[0] ⩵ 0.9, {x[s], y[s], z[s]}, {s, 0, 100}[[1]]

ID2 = B[0.35, 0.1, 5.7]

PlotEvaluate[(x[s] /. ID2) /. s → t], {t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "x"}

PlotEvaluate[(y[s] /. ID2) /. s → t], {t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "y"}

PlotEvaluate[(z[s] /. ID2) /. s → t], {t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "y"}

x[s] → InterpolatingFunction Domain: {{0., 100.}}
Output: scalar

[s],

y[s] → InterpolatingFunction Domain: {{0., 100.}}
Output: scalar

[s],

z[s] → InterpolatingFunction Domain: {{0., 100.}}
Output: scalar

[s]
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These functions look quite similar to the ones we got before.  But if we compare them,  we see that 
eventually they are quite different.  We just examine the two x(t) curves.

PlotEvaluate[(x[s] /. ID1) /. s → t], Evaluate[(x[s] /. ID2) /. s → t],

{t, 0, 100}, AxesLabel → {"t", "x"}, PlotStyle → Blue, Red
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Initially, the difference between the two solutions is rather small (which we expect since the initial 
conditions are relatively close together).  As the system evolves, however, there is significant deviation.  
In other words, nearby initial data can lead to very different solutions after a significant amount of time 
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has elapsed.  Said another way, any small uncertainty in the exact values of the initial data can lead to 
large uncertainty in predictions as time progresses.  What is odd about this is that these chaotic behav-
iors come from a completely deterministic system.  That is, the initial conditions completely determine 
the solution.  This apparently paradoxical situation is described as “deterministic chaos.”

If we think of the three functions x(t), y(t), and z(t) as specifying the position of a particle (in three 
dimensions) as a function of time, we can use Mathematica to plot the trajectory of the particle.  What 
we find is a tracing of the Rössler Attractor, an odd shape which the trajectory seems to travel on. 

ParametricPlot3DEvaluate[(x[s] /. ID1) /. s → t],

Evaluate[(y[s] /. ID1) /. s → t], Evaluate[(z[s] /. ID1) /. s → t],

{t, 0, 100}, PlotRange → {{-20, 20}, {-20, 20}, {0, 100}},

AxesLabel → {"x", "y", "z"}, PlotStyle → Blue
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If you stare at the motion for long enough, you can see that the solution is periodically attracted to the 
equilibrium close to the origin from roughly the z-direction.  Once it is pulled to the x-y plane, the solu-
tion spirals outward from this point.  However, once it gets far away from the this “semi-stable” equilib-
rium, the solution is influenced by the completely unstable equilibrium point near (5.7,-16,16).  This 
causes wild deviations away from the x-y plane.  Once far enough out, the solution again gets attracted 
back to the x-y plane and the process repeats - but in a very complicated way that is difficult to predict.

Our second solution with slightly different initial data shows a similar profile.
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ParametricPlot3DEvaluate[(x[s] /. ID2) /. s → t],

Evaluate[(y[s] /. ID2) /. s → t], Evaluate[(z[s] /. ID2) /. s → t],

{t, 0, 100}, PlotRange → {{-20, 20}, {-20, 20}, {0, 100}},

AxesLabel → {"x", "y", "z"}, PlotStyle → Blue

Even though the details of the trajectory are very different from the first set of initial data, the shape the 
trajectory seems to trace is qualitatively similar in both cases.  This means that the Rössler Attractor is 
somehow a universal shape that solutions tend to cluster around (at least for our given values of a, b, 
and c).  This is the origin of the term “attractor.”
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